Important cloud services rely on spatial-keyword queries, containing a spatial predicate and arbitrary boolean keyword queries. In particular, we study the processing of such queries in main memory to support short response times. In contrast,current state-of-theart spatial-keyword indexes and relational engines are designed for different assumptions. Rather than building a new spatial-keyword index, we employ a cost-based optimizer to process these queries using a spatial index and a keyword index. We address several technical challenges to achieve this goal. We introduce three operators as the building blocks to construct plans for main memory query processing. We then develop a cost model for the operators and query plans. We introduce five optimization techniques that efficiently reduce the search space and produce a query plan with low cost. The optimization techniques are computationally efficient, and they identify a query plan with a formal approximation guarantee under the common independence assumption. Furthermore, we extend the framework to exploit interesting orders. We implement the query optimizer to empirically validate our proposed approach using real-life datasets. The evaluation shows that the optimizations provide significant reduction in the average and tail latency of query processing: 7-to 11-fold reduction over using a single index in terms of 99th percentile response time. In addition, this approach outperforms existing spatial-keyword indexes, and DBMS query optimizers for both average and high-percentile response times.
INTRODUCTION
Several important applications generate queries that contain a spatial predicate and arbitrary boolean keyword predicates. For example in display advertising [36] (e.g., Microsoft Ads platform), a large set of geo-tagged advertisements is queried. A query contains a spatial predicate reflecting user current location, and complex keyword predicates consisting of disjunction and conjunction of keywords from the user profile. Similarly, this query type is used to customize web pages dynamically: Major web portals (e.g., MSN.com) exploit the user location and keyword tags from the user profile to select the set of components forming the requested web page.
Processing the generated spatial-keyword queries is part of a complex distributed system with layered components. Each component is designed to provide consistently low response times [17, 24] , imposing latency constraints of typically a few milliseconds for the average latency and 10s of milliseconds for the tail latency, which is the high percentile response time (e.g., 99
th %). Consequently, the spatial-keyword query response time must be short and predictable: A query that takes too long results in lost revenue or customer dissatisfaction [31] . To meet these requirements, data is typically managed in main memory to provide fast access to data. Processing these queries quickly is, however, much harder.
Several spatial-keyword indexes have been proposed, and a recent paper [12] categorizes them into spatial-first, keyword-first or tight integration of spatial and keyword indexes. These indexes are mainly disk-based, and are therefore effective in reducing IO; they are, however, not designed for reducing the tail latency in main memory. We implement these state-of-the-art indexes, and measure their response time while used in main memory. Table 1 shows that they do not meet the latency requirements. Rather than building a new main memory spatial-keyword index, we take a different approach using two base indexes, a spatial index and a keyword index as depicted in Figure 1 . This approach achieves substantially lower latencies; the average is 1.8 ms compared to more than 50 ms from prior indexes. Furthermore, we demonstrate that this approach offers significant advantages by leveraging the underlying index capabilities or physical properties, such as "interesting orders" [32] for spatial proximity or popularity, or prefix search for keyword predicates. There are, however, some challenging problems to realize this approach.
Both spatial and keyword predicates must be treated as firstclass predicates that can be reordered, and processed using efficient main-memory operators. A relational engine with spatial and keyword indexing can process such queries, but they lack the techniques we propose. For example, our approach obtains substantially lower average response times (more than 10x reduction) compared to PostgreSQL (disk-based engine) and MonetDB (mainmemory engine), both equipped spatial and keyword indexing extensions as shown in Table 2 . In addition, Table 2 shows that rewrit- ing the queries using some of the techniques from our proposal reduces average latency by over 60% in for both MonetDB and PostgreSQL. In particular, a spatial index often retrieves the superset of objects satisfying the spatial predicate, allowing room for optimization that has been overlooked by prior systems. A predicate is classified as sargable if it can be processed solely with an index, and as non-sargable otherwise (e.g., processed on each object) [32, 8] . Traditional approaches are limited to heuristic rule-based techniques such as pushing down sargable predicates, and popping up non-sargables. In contrast, we provide a cost-based optimization handling sargable and non-sargable predicates, resulting in rewriting the spatial and keyword predicates.
We develop the solution in three steps. We first introduce mainmemory efficient operators and develop their cost model. Prior work does not provide operators and cost models for this class of queries with both spatial and complex keyword predicates. Second, we introduce five transformation rules to optimize queries, including novel transformation rules as well as rules inspired by traditional query optimization techniques [5, 11, 26] . We provide formal analysis of the complexity and optimality of the transformations which has not been explored in existing boolean [29] and relational [32] query optimization. These rules significantly reduce the latencies. While the search space is exponential in the number of operators, the proposed transformation rules are computationally efficient with near linear time cost in the number of operators. Moreover, they generate a plan with an approximation bound compared to the optimal in case of independent predicates, which has not been established before. Third, we extend the framework to leverage interesting orders.
To assess the benefits of this approach, we implement the proposed techniques as well as several base indexes and other spatialkeyword indexes, and evaluate them experimentally using several real-life datasets (Flickr, Wikipedia, and Twitter) with diverse properties using a workload derived from a Bing Mobile log. The empirical results show that the proposed approach provides low latencies over a wide range of scenarios. In particular, using a pyramid index and an inverted index, we observe significant latency reduction: The 99 th % response time shows 7-to 11-fold reduction over using a single index. Furthermore, we evaluate our approach with a different pair of base indexes, namely R-tree and Trie to show the applicability of this approach, enabling keyword prefix search. We also report how our approach compares to two relational engines, MonetDB [7] and PostgreSQL [2, 1] .
We structure the paper around our contributions as follows: (1) We define three main memory operators as building blocks to represent query plans and develop a cost model (Section 3 and 4). (2) We introduce the optimization techniques to efficiently reduce the search space, with formal approximation bounds (Section 5). (3) We show how to leverage index features such as prefix search and interesting orders (Section 6 and 7).
(4) We evaluate our approach experimentally with real-world datasets and compare it to prior work (Section 8).
DATA AND QUERY MODELS

Data Model
We assume a spatial-keyword dataset D, and its size D = |D|. Each object o ∈ D is represented as (ID, location, keywords), where ID is a system-generated primary key, location =[latitude, longitude] is a point location, and keywords is a set of keywords.
Query Model
A spatial-keyword query specifies spatial and keyword predicates. We focus first on processing queries with boolean predicates, and discuss queries that exploit the available interesting orders such as nearest neighbour queries in Section 7. Formally, a BASE spatial-keyword query is a pair Query = (S, T ) where S is a spatial predicate, and T is a keyword predicate. The spatial predicate S consists of a point location p =[latitude, longitude] and a radius r so that only the objects whose distance from p is within r are selected. The keyword predicate T is a combination of operators on keywords, represented by AND and OR. The keyword predicate follows this grammar:
T → (T AND T ) | (T OR T ) | keyword AND indicates objects that satisfy both operand predicates, OR indicates objects that satisfy at least one of the two operand predicates, and keyword is a keyword such as 'travel'. This grammar allows rich combinations of keyword predicates with arbitrary conjunctions and disjunctions.
Running Example. We use a query as a running example throughout the paper. A user travels in Los Angeles and requests a web page on Universal Studios from a hotel. The ads system generates the following (simplified query) to display three ads with the requested web page: Q1 = (S1, T1) where spatial predicate S1 = (location= [34.053490,-118 .245323], radius=1.6 mile), and keyword predicate T1 ="((universal AND studios) OR travel)". Notice that we want to process all matching ads that satisfy the query (or, perfect recall) rather than only a subset as in typical search scenarios, such that results are further processed to optimize for other business objectives: increasing the diversity with respect to ad providers, maximizing revenues, and budgeting.
QUERY PLAN
This section is the first step in our solution where we introduce three algebraic operators and use them to construct the query plan which is a tree. Then, we show how to generate a plan for a query. For example, Figure 2 shows two plans for Q1.
Leaves
A leaf in the plan tree represents a set of objects from a base index. KI(t) is the set of objects from the keyword index KI with keyword t. SI(S) is the set of objects from a spatial index SI in region S. Since spatial indexes approximate the spatial predicate using cells or minimum bounding boxes, some objects in SI(S) may not satisfy S, requiring further verification.
Operators
We introduce three algebraic operators:
(1) Verify: V (P lan, P red) returns a set of objects in P lan satisfying the boolean predicate P red on the object attributes. (2) Union: P lan1 ∪ P lan2 returns a set of objects in any of P lan1 or P lan2. (3) Intersect: P lan1 ∩ P lan2 returns a set of objects in all of P lan1 and P lan2. We denote consecutive intersections P lan1 ∩ (P lan2 ∩ (. . . ∩ P lanM )) as Ŵ 1≤i≤M P lani, and we use a similar notation for consecutive unions.
Query Plan
We define a query plan recursively using the three operators:
Generating a Query Plan
We map a query to a plan using the following mapping: 
COST MODEL
The optimizer compares query plans using their costs. In this section, we develop a cost model for executing a plan in main memory assuming independence among spatial and keyword predicates. We can use several indexes for KI and SI as the leaves of a plan as discussed in Section 6 provided that they return sorted ID lists. Section 4.1 discusses how each operator is implemented, and defines its cost as the number of comparisons and memory accesses. Section 4.2 completes the cost model as an aggregation of operator costs, weighted by unit costs.
Operator Implementation and Cost
Verify: The verify operator accesses each ID in the input list, uses the ID to access the object attributes in main memory to evaluate a boolean predicate. The output is a list of IDs for the objects satisfying the predicate. The cost of verification operation is dominated by the main memory access to the object attributes. Thus, we define its cost as the number of main memory accesses.
Intersect: Intersection of two sorted lists outputs all IDs appearing in both lists. Unlike the merge algorithm requiring to scan all items from both lists, we implement gallop search [6] : The key idea is to choose the shorter list and locate its head ID, and then search for this ID in the longer list. Given two lists with lengths L1 and L2 (and L1 ≤ L2), the cost is a function of the lengths:
where di is the distance between the (i − 1)-th target ID and i-th target ID in the longer list.
To reduce tail latency, we set the cost of intersection as the upper bound using Lagrange multipliers as below:
Union: The inputs are two sorted lists with lengths L1 and L2.
The output is a sorted list of IDs that are in any of the two lists. The implementation scans both lists, making the cost a function of their lengths due to data access locality.
Length of operator output: Computing the costs requires the lengths L(·) of the operands, and they are estimated recursively as follows, where D is the total number of objects in the dataset D:
For the base cases, L(SI(S)) and L(KI(t)) are directly obtained from indexes. We omit the length of the verification operator output, as it is not needed for the optimizations.
Cost Model
We define the cost of a plan by combining both comparison cost and memory access cost using two parameters: α is the unit cost for ID access in the CPU cache, and β is the cost of object access in main memory. α is the unit cost of intersection and union operation due to their locality friendly access, and β is the unit cost of verification since verification requires main memory access to exploit detailed attributes of objects. We determine α and β empirically. For a plan P , we define its cost C(P ) as follows:
Note that the index lookup operations SI(S) and KI(t) only retrieve a pointer to the prematerialized list of the indexes. Therefore, their costs are marginal and hence we set C(SI(S)) = 0 and C(KI(t)) = 0.
QUERY OPTIMIZATION
This section proposes our cost-based optimizer, aiming to find the plan with the least estimated cost (among all possible plans represented as G) assuming independence among spatial and keyword predicates. |G| is, however, exponential with respect to the number of operators making exhaustive enumeration too expensive. We introduce five transformations which reduce the complexity of the search algorithm from exponential to near linear time while offering approximation guarantees on the cost of the optimized plan compared to the optimal. Table 3 summarizes the five transformations T1-T5. Each transformation is applied in sequence, gradually reducing the search space and enabling the next transformation. A desirable transformation has three requirements: (a) low transformation complexity, (b) effective reduction of search space, (c) good approximation guarantee on the optimality. As shown in Table 3 , the transformations satisfy all these requirements.
Overview
Among the five transformations, we propose novel rules (T1 and T5) which significantly reduce the the cost of verification operation together with intersection, which has not been explored in existing boolean query optimization [29] . T2, T3 and T4 follow the intuition used in keyword or database query optimization [5, 11, 26] : we prove their complexity and optimality that the prior work does not offer. In addition, we integrate these five transformations into our optimizer and formally analyze their effectiveness to identify a solution that is provably close to theoretic optimal requiring exponential times. We overview these techniques:
T1. Single verification pop up: Delaying verification to the last does not compromise optimality, while reducing search space by considering only the plans in the form of V (P lanCore) where P lanCore is a plan without any verify operator (Section 5.2).
T2. Intersection push down:
We observe that, for a plan containing unions and intersections, pushing intersections down (i.e., performing intersections before unions) often reduces the cost. This step generates a query plan that has unions near the top and intersections at the lower levels, motivating the next two transformations that reorder intersections and unions (Section 5.3).
T3. Most selective intersection first:
To intersect k lists, we show that an optimal solution is to intersect them in an increasing order of their lengths (Section 5.4).
T4. Enhanced Huffman union plan:
To union k lists, we show that an optimal solution is to build a (modified) Huffman tree (Section 5.5).
T5. Verification selection:
We can skip intersections at the expense of verifying more objects. We propose two algorithms: (1) ExamAll makes an optimal decision, and (2) ExamBest is a linear time algorithm with theoretical guarantee (approximately 2× the optimal in the worst case) and effective in practice (Section 5.6).
Note that each of these five transformations produces a plan with a specific form that the next transformation takes as input. Therefore, they must be applied in the sequence from T1 to T5. For example, the two plans shown in Figure 2 are not in the form that we can apply T2 directly; T1 must be applied first. We describe the algebraic form of the plan before and after each transformation when elaborating these techniques.
T1 -Single Verification Pop Up
Although a verification operation can be performed on any stage of a plan tree, it only needs to be performed once as the very last operation to maintain the optimality. In other words, we do not need to consider any plan containing a verification operation as an intermediate operation, which greatly reduces the search space. Theorem 1 formally analyzes the principle behind the transformation. THEOREM 1. Any plan can be transformed to a plan with a single verification operation as the last operation of the plan without increasing its cost.
PROOF. We prove the claim in three cases. Case 1: The optimal plan has a verify operation before intersection. For some P lan1, P lan2, and P red2, we can assume the optimal plan is P lan1 ∩ V (P lan2, P red2) without loss of generality. An alternative plan V (P lan2, P red1 AND P red2) is computed to the same result where we use P red1 to denote the predicate that P lan1 is verified for, i.e., verifying each object from the entire date set D using V (D, P red1) returns the same set of objects as P lan1. Thus, we have
= C(V (P lan2, P red1 AND P red2))
Therefore, we can rewrite P lan1 ∩ V (P lan2, P red2) as V (P lan2, P red1 AND P red2) without increasing cost.
Case 2: The optimal plan has a verify operation before union. We can assume the optimal plan is V (P lan1, P red1) ∪ V (P lan2, P red2) without loss of generality. We have an alternative plan V (P lan1 ∪ P lan2, P red1 AND P red2) for the same query. Then, we have
= βL(V (P lan1, P red1)) + βL(V (P lan2, P red2))
Therefore, we can always rewrite V (P lan1, P red1) ∪ V (P lan2, P red2) as V (P lan1 ∪ P lan2, P red1 AND P red2) without increasing cost. Case 3: There are two consecutive verification operations. We can always merge them into one to reduce the redundant memory accesses:
V (V (P lan, P red1), P red2) = V (P lan, P red2 AND P red1) (9) Thus, by repeatedly applying the above three cases, we can transform any optimal plan to an equal-cost plan with a single verification as the last operation.
Theorem 1 supports that considering only the plans in the form of V (P lanCore) is sufficient for ensuring optimality, where P lanCore is a plan without any verification operator. This reduces search space to P lanCore, as Table 3 shows such a plan for Q1. This reduction is significant, as G includes all plans where verification operators are independently placed at any node (2 K possible ways for plans with K leaves). By only optimizing P lanCore, 
Mi!CM i , and overall approximation bound:
Ti Transformation Complexity
Space Reduction
Approximation Bound
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search space is reduced by Ω(2 K ) time. T2 takes this reduced plan space in the form of V (P lanCore) as input.
T2 -Intersection Push Down
We observe that, for a plan with a mix of unions and intersections, pushing down intersections (i.e., performing intersections before unions) often reduces the cost. Intuitively, with intersection first, we are likely to reduce the lengths of lists to union. On the other hand, if we union first, we must read all objects in the lists. Specifically, out of two cases: union first (l0 ∩ (l1 ∪ l2)) and intersection first ((l0 ∩ l1) ∪ (l0 ∩ l2)), if l0 is not the longest list, the intersection first costs less. Even if l0 is longer than the union of the two lists l1 and l2, which is less likely, the intersection first costs at most 5/3 times the union first. THEOREM 2. For three lists l0, l1, l2, intersection first (l0 ∩ l1) ∪ (l0 ∩ l2) costs less than union first l0 ∩ (l1 ∪ l2) if l0 is shorter than either of l1 or l2. Otherwise, the cost of the intersection first is at most 5 3 times the union first.
The proof is omitted due to the page limit.
Supported by Theorem 2, we perform intersection push down on the core plan. That is, we rewrite any intermediate node P lan0 ∩ (P lan1 ∪ P lan2) as (P lan0 ∩ P lan1) ∪ (P lan0 ∩ P lan2). We extend Theorem 2 to quantify the impact of intersection push down for complex query plans which have more than one possible pushdowns (e.g., P lan0 ∩ ((P lan1 ∩ (P lan2 ∪ P lan3)) ∪ P lan4) in Section 5.7.
Note that after applying T2, we refine the form of the core plan as Equation 10 that T3 takes as input:
whereW denotes a union tree andŴi denotes an intersection tree. For instance, as shown in Table 3 , we transform the core plan into T2 example form. Using this transformation, the space reduction is 2 F where F is "the maximum number of factorizations," indicating the number of intersection first or union first decisions we can make (which is often called 'factorization' or 'distribution' in algebra). For example, the core plan after T1 shown in Table 3 has only one possible factorization (factoring out SI(S)), and hence we have 2 1 times space reduction.
T3 -Most Selective Intersection First
To intersect K lists l1, ..., lK , we show that an optimal intersection plan follows the order of the increasing lengths of the lists. Intuitively, the cost of an intersection operation mainly depends on the size of the shorter list, and intersecting the shortest two lists produces an even shorter list. More precisely, we choose the two shortest lists to intersect first. Then, we intersect their results with the shortest list among the remaining. Theorem 3 states the optimality of this transformation under one assumption: The length of every list is less than 1/2 of the number D of the total objects, i.e., L(li) < 1 2 D. This assumption is reasonable as we usually do not keep a keyword whose index contains more than half of the total objects in the entire data set, but rather take it as in the stop list. D for all i. Without loss of generality, suppose the lists are numbered in an increasing order of their lengths, i.e., L(li) ≤ L(lj) when i < j. To minimize the cost of intersecting the K lists when they are independent, an optimal plan is (((l1 ∩ l2) ∩ l3) . . . ∩ lK ), which intersects the lists in an increasing order of their lengths.
Therefore, whenever we have consecutive intersections in our plan, we rewrite them to intersect in the order of increasing lengths; we denote this intersection tree byŴi * in Ŵ i * 1≤j≤M i P lani,j where P lani,j ∈ {SI(S), KI(t)}. For example, SI(S) ∩ KI(studios) ∩ KI(universal) will be processed as (KI(studios) ∩ KI(universal)) ∩ SI(S) as shown in Table 3 .
The space reduction of this transformation is the number of possible intersection trees, which is the number of full binary trees times the number of permutations of the leaves. The number of full binary trees with K leaves is Catalan number CK = K k=2
K+k k [25] and there are K! ways to place the leaves, i.e., we have K! · CK cases. As we have M1, M2, ..., MN such intersections of length in the core plan (as shown in Equation 10), this transformation achieves up to N i=1 Mi! · CM i times space reduction.
T4 -Enhanced Huffman Union Plan
This section discusses the optimal order to perform union operations on K lists, l1, ..., lK . The cost of a union operation depends on the lengths of the two input lists. Intuitively, we choose two lists that minimize the output, which are the two shortest lists.
We first introduce our transformation with a simple case where we assume the lists are non-overlapping, i.e., L(li ∪ lj) = L(li) + L(lj) for i = j. We map the problem of finding optimal union tree to the problem of minimizing the weighted path length in the Huffman code problem with lists as symbols, and their lengths as weights [21] . The obtained Huffman tree is the optimal union tree for the non-overlapping lists.
We extend the Huffman tree algorithm above to address general independent lists: We revise the intermediate result size with proper estimation. More precisely, we maintain a heap containing the lengths of all lists. After choosing the shortest two lists from the heap, we estimate the result size as
, and insert this value into the heap instead of using a simple sum of L(li) and L(lj). We repeat this process until we have only one node in the heap. This order of choosing lists is an optimal union tree for the K lists, formally analyzed in Theorem 4. THEOREM 4. The enhanced Huffman union transformation produces an optimal union tree for multiple lists with the minimum cost.
Therefore, whenever we have consecutive unions, we build a union tree using the enhanced Huffman tree algorithm; we denote this tree byW * as in
The complexity of this transformation is N log 2 (N ). Since the number of union trees is exactly the same as the number of intersection trees, and we have unions of N lists in the core plan, this transformation reduces the search space by N · CN where CN is the N -th Catalan number.
T5 -Verification Selection
For a given plan P lan = V (P lanCore), we can relax its core plan P lanCore to obtain another core plan P lanCore , where P lanCore produces a superset of results of P lanCore, i.e., P lanCore ⊃ P lanCore. But V (P lanCore ) can still produce the same results as V (P lanCore) by examining potentially more objects by verification. Specifically, instead of intersecting a list to reduce the number of objects to verify, we can leave them to the verification operation, saving intersection cost but potentially increasing verification cost. For example, instead of performing V (KI(universal) ∩ KI(studios)), we can skip the intersection with KI(universal) and use V (KI(studios)) to save the cost of intersecting KI(universal), and let V (·) check the existence of the keyword 'universal'. We call this technique, of finding the scope of core plan and verification, verification selection.
Exhaustive search on verification selection is too expensive with exponential cost with respect to the total number of operators in the original core plan. Suppose we have P lan = V (P lanCore) and P lanCore = 1≤j≤M P lanj represent a core plan with one group of consecutive intersections. Without loss of generality, assume that the sub-plans are labeled according to their selectivity, i.e., L(P lanj) ≤ L(P lan l ) if j < l. Although we have the option of skipping any intersection, we find that, among the choices of skipping one intersection, skipping P lanM is always the best with both lower intersection cost and lower verification cost. We state this claim formally in Theorem 5.
If skipping P lanM is better than not skipping any intersection, we skip P lanM in the core plan and continue this process recursively. However, if skipping P lanM is worse than not skipping any intersection, we choose not to skip any intersection and the core plan remains unchanged. Therefore, when the core plan only has M consecutive intersections (without union), the computational complexity of this sequential algorithm is at most M . Theorem 5 formally states its optimality on verification selection. THEOREM 5. Let P lan = V (P lanCore) denote a plan for a query where P lanCore = Ŵ * 1≤j≤M P lanj, and P lanj ∈ {SI(S), KI(t)}. Without loss of generality, assume that subplans P lanj are labeled in an increasing order of their lengths, i.e., L(P lani) ≤ L(P lanj) if i < j. For two plans P lan = V (
, where the intersection with P lanM is skipped, and P lan = V ( Ŵ * 1 j∈{1,...,k−1,k+1,...,M } P lanj), where the intersection with another sub-plan P lan k is skipped, we have C(P lan ) ≤ C(P lan ).
PROOF. We first compute the costs of the core plans.
Their difference ∆ = C(P lanCore ) − C(P lanCore ) can be expanded as
By examining the derivatives and the boundary, we can find this function is less than zero. Therefore, C(P lanCore ) < C(P lanCore ). Moreover, because L(P lanM ) ≥ L(P lan k ) for any k, P lanCore is shorter than P lanCore , and thus C(P lanCore ) ≤ C(P lanCore ).
When the core plan is a union of N groups of intersections, i.e., P lanCore = W * 1≤i≤N P lani where P lani = Ŵ i * 1≤j≤M i P lani,j, finding optimal verification selection is more challenging. It involves different combinations of the core plan from each intersection group. Examing all combinations leads to optimal solution but with higher computational complexity. We consider two algorithms, exploiting the tradeoff on the optimality of the algorithm and its complexity:
ExamAll: For each group of intersections, P lani, we can find an optimal solution by examining up to Mi cases (Theorem 5). To union N groups of intersections, they are at most
Mi number of total combinations. ExamAll evaluates all of them and finds the one with the lowest cost. This algorithm makes optimal verification selection with computational complexity N i=1 Mi. ExamBest: To further reduce the search cost, we propose to make selections independently for each group of intersections and combine the best local selections to find the solution. This approach results in complexity of
Mi, a major reduction from exponential-to linear-time complexity. Theorem 6 bounds the cost of the plan produced by ExamBest with respect to ExamAll, an optimal verification selection algorithm. Note that, when we optimize each group of intersections, we replace the unit cost parameter β by α log 2 N + β to assure the approximation bound, by factoring in union cost in the separate selections. Section 8.2 empirically shows that ExamBest, much more computationally efficient, produces plans with total cost very close to ExamAll in practice. THEOREM 6. By performing verification selection on a query plan with V (
P lani,j), the cost of the plan produced by ExamBest is at most 2 + α β log 2 N times of that produced by ExamAll.
PROOF. Let P lan = V (P lanCore) where P lanCore = W * 1≤i≤N P lani, and P lani = Therefore, suppose N ≥ 2. Then,
Note that C∪(P lanCore) denotes the sum of all union costs performed in P lanCore. Let us denote the cost model with the parameter β replaced by α log 2 N + β by C α log 2 N +β (·). Then, we obtain
where
OP Ti is a plan with the optimal verification selection for P lan, and SEQi is a plan obtained by the sequential algorithm (Theorem 5) for P lani with the cost model C α log 2 N +β (·). Then, we have
since SEQi is the optimal solution for P lani with C α log 2 N +β (·) by Theorem 5. Now, we build a plan SEQ = V ( W * S 1≤i≤N SEQi), and we see that
by applying Inequation 26. As we have
Note that the approximation bound is close to 2 since β usually much larger than α, and N is small. In our experiments, α β = 0.04 and N is up to 5, which gives the approximation ratio 2.1. For a more pessimistic situation with N = 1 million, the approximation ratio is 2.86.
T5 reduces the search space from 2
Mi (ExamAll), and further down to N i=1 Mi (ExamBest) times, linear to the query length.
Complexity and Guarantees
The total complexity of the optimizer is O(n log 2 n): T1 and T2 are all linear time operations; T3 and T4 have cost O(n log 2 n); T5 using ExamBest is also a linear time algorithm. Therefore, our optimization algorithm is computationally efficient in practice.
Next we show the effectiveness of our optimizer by comparing it with a theoretical optimal optimizer requiring exponential running time. Theorem 7 provides the worst-case performance bound of our plan with respect to optimal for any queries. THEOREM 7. The optimized plan P lan generated by all five transformations (using ExamAll verification selection algorithm of Transformation 5) satisfies
where P lanOP T denotes an optimal plan and F denotes the maximum number of factorizations.
The proof is omitted due to the page limit. Combining Theorem 6 and 7, we get the worst-case performance bound of our optimizer (using ExamBest at verification selection) as follows. COROLLARY 8. The optimized plan P lan generated by all five transformations (using ExamBest verification selection algorithm of Transformation 5) satisfies
In practice, the maximum number of factorizations F is often small. For example, the maximum number of factorizations for Q1 is 1. Moreover, the verification selection transformation may skip intersections, which reduces the common factors further. For a plan with intersections only or without any common factors, we achieve optimal costs as shown in Corollary 9.
COROLLARY 9. If a given query is not factoriazable or has no union, the optimized plan generated by all five transformations has the optimal cost using ExamAll verification selection algorithm, and at most (2 + α β log 2 N ) times the optimal cost using ExamBest verification selection algorithm for T5.
BASE INDEXES
This section introduces the indexes for processing spatial and keyword predicates. We can exploit any index that quickly returns a single list of ordered IDs for a given predicate, where ordering is required for efficient operations. The index usually stores identifiers to objects for efficiency and for smaller memory footprint, and the object details are managed in a relation or a main memory key-value store. Among several possible indexes, we employ an inverted index [39] and a pyramid index [3] to retrieve objects satisfying keyword and spatial predicates, respectively, as they consume little memory space due to the simple structures. Moreover, both indexes can provide interesting orders, which we exploit in Section 7.
Inverted index: An inverted index (I) is an efficient data structure to find objects with a specific keyword. It is a dictionary with a keyword as a key, and a set of objects with the keyword as its value. The set of objects is implemented as an ordered list of object IDs.
Pyramid index: A pyramid index (P) with height H is a multiresolution spatial index which consists of cells dividing the 2D space, similar to collection of grids with different resolutions (Figure 3) . Each cell partitions its region into four smaller regions if the number of objects is no less than user-specified parameter TP and the depth is less than H. Each cell stores the IDs of all objects within its range.
Other possible indexes: The proposed apporach is general and we can use other indexes. For example, we later discuss an alternative implementation using an R-tree as the spatial index and a Trie as a keyword index to support prefix keyword queries.
LEVERAGING INTERESTING ORDERS
This section extends our framework to exploit interesting orders provided by the base indexes. We have focused so far queries with boolean spatial predicate and aribtrary keyword predicates, which we call BASE queries. We illustrate the use of interesting order with the following two example query types. (1) TOP-k: returns the top k objects (among BASE results) based on a numerical value (e.g., popularity) of objects. (2) kNN: returns the k nearest objects (among BASE results) from the query point in the spatial predicate. Both queries can be abstracted as adding OrderBy(f ) and Limit(k) operations to BASE, with ranking f defined as distance or popularity respectively. Discussion of how to exploit alternative or multiple interesting orders can be found later in the section. A basic way to support these queries is through post processing: We use the optimal plan for BASE, then add OrderBy(f ) and Limit(k), which is supported by our framework. More advanced methods are possible if we integrate the interesting order [32] into our cost model to have query optimizer produce better plans. For example, an inverted index where object ID is aligned with popularity will access objects in the order of popularity, or executing OrderBy(f ) early on. This enables "early termination" of selectively considering when only the top ranked matches are needed. In comparison, the post processing approach always requires examining all matching objects, potentially incurring higher cost. Next we discuss the capability on the indexes for efficiently supporting the advanced interesting order optimization and its impact to the cost model and query plan.
Index capability. Our framework can be generalized to query types of any order f , as long as they are supported by indexes with the global monotonicity. A list of objects L = {l1, ..., lp, ..., lK } is globally monotonic if for each p there exists q(p) such that f (lj) ≥ f (lp) if j > q(p). For example, with a special case where the list L follows a total order, i.e., l1 ≤ ... ≤ lp ≤ ... ≤ lK , the list L satisfies global monotonicity with q(p) = p. More generally, we can view such a list as a concatenation of blocks (of arbitrary number/length). Inside each block, the elements may not be in the order of f (·), and instead they are in the order of IDs. However, any element in an earlier block is larger than any elements in a later block. So at a more global view, they are ordered. When an index returns a globally monotonic list using f (·), and we have already obtained k objects after processing p-th object, we only need to examine up to q(p)-th object to assure that the k objects are indeed the top-k results we want (early terminating at q(p)-th object).
The gap from q(p) to the length K of the list is positively correlated with the effectiveness of early termination. For indexes producing lists with large q(p) values (close to K), the savings from early termination are limited. In an extreme case where q(p) = K, all matched objects must be examined. On the other hand, when an index provides lists with total order, i.e., q(p) = p, the savings are the highest. Thus, the gap from q(p) to K reflects how effective the early termination of an index is: the larger, the better.
How to process and when to terminate. We stream the globally monotonic list from the index, and process each block, which is ordered by IDs so that we can apply all techniques we derived. Given predicates P red, the probability P (P red) of an object to satisfy P red can be computed easily assuming that the satisfied objects are uniformly distributed among all the objects returned by the index. Then, to obtain top k objects satisfying the predicates, ordered by f (·), we are expected to consider q(
) objects. If we do not obtain the top k objects, we process more blocks.
EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
We evaluate the following claim empirically using a variety of datasets: The optimization techniques are fast and effective because they reduce query response times under diverse circumstances.
Experimental Setup
Datasets. We use three geo-tagged object datasets as shown in Table 4 . (1 Each object in the datasets has a location and a set of keywords. For keywords, we use the user provided photo tags in Flickr, hashtags in Twitter, and anchor text in Wikipedia. Query workload. We generate a query workload with 10,000 queries by creating the spatial and the keyword predicates as follows. For the spatial predicate, we determine the query point using a distribution of 1,688,717 user locations from Bing mobile query log reflecting actual user locations. The radius is chosen randomly from 0.1 to 25.6 miles as listed in Table 5 unless specified otherwise. We execute each query 10 times to report its measurements.
We construct the keyword predicate such that the query result is not empty. As we support complex keyword predicates, we do this in two steps. First, the keyword predicate has one or more sets that are ORed, and each set has one or more keywords that are ANDed. Parameter NumSet determines the number of sets, and SetSize determines the number of keywords inside each set. Second, we find the nearest NumSet objects to the query point, and we randomly select SetSize keywords from each object. For example, setting (NumSet=3) and (SetSize=2), we generate the keyword predicate "('Beach' AND 'Park') OR ('Sunrise' AND 'Cafe') OR ('Sushi' AND 'Restaurant')" by finding the three nearest objects to the query point, and obtaining keyword sets from objects. We further simplify the keyword predicate by extracting common keywords, for example we use "'State' AND ('Beach' OR 'Park')" instead of "('State' AND 'Beach') OR ('State' AND 'Park')". We vary the parameters as listed in Table 5 . Systems. We implement the base spatial index SI by the pyramid index P, and the base keyword index KI by the inverted index I. We compare the following systems which exploit both I and P indexes: (1) I + P uses the base plan without optimizations. (2) I + P Opt is our approach applying the optimization techniques with ExamBest for T5. (3) I + P Opt+All is our approach with ExamAll for T5. We also use the two base indexes without our optimization techniques for reference: (1) Baseline-I is the inverted index. (2) Baseline-P is the pyramid index. Moreover, we compare to other indexes and relational engines in sections 8.6 and 8.7.
Implementation Software and Hardware. We implement all indexes and optimization techniques in C# (25,000 lines of code). We determine the cell capacity of the pyramid index empirically: cell capacity TP = 128, and height H = 20. We run all experiments on a server with an Intel Core i7-4820K processor with 32 GB memory running Microsoft Windows. The indexes and working set fit in main memory. The measured β is 23.2 times of α.
Performance Metric. We use the query response time as the main metric, and it includes applying optimization techniques and executing the plan. We report the average response time and the 99 th -percentile (denoted by 99 th %) response time which is often used in server provisioning to control the tail latency.
Impact of Five Optimization Techniques
We show the effect of successively applying the proposed five optimization techniques in Figure 4 on Flickr dataset. We apply the optimization steps cumulatively as they cannot be applied individually. Each step is annotated with its relative response time reduction (e.g., adding T5 reduces the response time of using T1-4 by 7.49% in 99 th %). The results show that both average and 99 th % response times decrease monotonically as more techniques are applied. Each of the earlier transformations from T1 to T3 significantly reduces the response time. Taming the response time even further becomes more challenging for the later transformations. There is small response time reduction by adding T4 as the queries use few union operators. The transformation T5, however, is rather effective, reducing about 7.5% response time further on the 99 th % response time. We can also see the effect of two different techniques for T5: ExamAll and ExamBest, and I + P Opt using ExamBest performs closely to I +P Opt+All using ExamAll (less than 1% performance difference). Furthermore, these optimizations have low overhead, the optimization time is 0.036 ms on average and 0.124 ms at the 99 th % when applying all techniques. Comparing no optimization to ExamBest, we conclude that the optimizations effectively reduce the average response time by more than 74 times (from 134.7 ms to 1.8 ms), and reduce the tail response time by 46 times (from 1081 ms to 23.7 ms). This experiment shows that we can efficiently process kNN and TOP-k queries using interesting order. Figure 5 depicts the average and 99 th % response time for Flickr dataset: We achieve the lowest response times for both kNN, and TOP-k queries.
Leveraging Interesting Orders
Sensitivity Study and Discussion
In this section, we vary each parameter to study its impact while fixing the remaining parameters. We set k to 16, radius to 0.8, NumSet to 3, and SetSize to 3 unless they are varied.
Datasets. We evaluate three query types (BASE, kNN, TOP-k) using three different real-world datasets. Figure 6 summarizes the result: The optimized plans show consistently lower response time. Scalability with dataset size. Figure 7 (a) and Figure 8(a) shows the effect of changing dataset size. We randomly select 25%, 50%, and 75% of data points. We see that our optimizations are effective in reducing the response time across the different sizes.
Complex keyword predicate. Figure 7 (b) and Figure 8 (b) shows the effect of NumSet. We observe that, as NumSet increases, the selectivity of keyword predicate decreases and thus degrades the performance of Baseline-I requiring more intersections and more verifications. In contrast, our approach maintains low latency by keeping only useful intersections, and leveraging SI (P) as needed.
Radius. Figure 7 (c) and Figure 8 (c) shows the effect of changing the radius r, which reflecting the selectivity the spatial predicate. A larger radius increases the cost of Baseline-P. However, our approach maintains low latency, by leveraging both KI and SI (I and P, respectively) to benefit from the selectivity of the keyword predicates. As a result, our work I + P Opt+All outperforms Baseline-P, Baseline-I and I + P across all ranges of r.
Retrieval size k. Figure 7 (d) and Figure 8(d) shows the effect of the retrieval size k for a kNN query. For kNN queries, a larger k makes the spatial predicate less selective, which degrades the performance of Baseline-P using early termination, when k ≥ 8 compared to k = 4. The response time of Baseline-P soon stops increasing because enough number of objects can be retrieved from the similar number of cells. Our approach, in contrast, is less sensitive to k since we leverage selective keyword predicate. Moreover, as we discard less selective keyword predicate (e.g., 'America') and leverage the more selective spatial predicate (e.g., scarcely populated region), the optimized approach performs better than Baseline-I.
Cost model validation. We validate the cost model by comparing the cost model estimates and the actual execution time measured for 10,000 queries. The Pearson correlation coefficient between the estimates and actual execution times is 0.8355, which shows a strong correlation.
Alternative Base Indexes
We show the effect of using indexes other than P and I. As an example, we use Trie and R-tree to replace the inverted index and the pyramid index. Table 6 shows the performance of using individual indexes (Trie and R-tree), their base plan mapping (R+T), and their optimized plan (R+T Opt). We observe that the optimized plan R+T Opt with R-tree and Trie works better than individual indexes and their base plan R+T. While the same result can be observed with I and P, the performance of I + P Opt is slightly better than R+T Opt.
We may employ an index supporting a prefix search, like Trie. For example using the Flickr dataset, leveraging R+T Opt for prefix search takes 5.87 ms in average and 67 ms in 99 th % time, while using Trie alone takes much longer 99 th % time of 1,092 ms, and R+T without optimization takes even longer 99 th % time of 3,563 ms. We conclude that the optimizations are effective here. 
Comparison to State-of-the-Art Indexes
We compare the proposed approach to the state-of-the-art spatial-keyword indexes. We use the best performing methods for BASE queries as reported in a recent paper [12] : SFC-QUAD [14] , SKIF [23] , IR-tree [15] and S2I [30] . SFC-QUAD, SKIF and IRtree are tightly integrated spatial-keyword indexes. S2I is a loosely integrated keyword-first index that uses an inverted index as the main structure, and each posting list can be augmented by an Rtree. SKIF is an inverted index whose key is either a keyword or a grid cell. IR-tree uses R-tree as the main structure whose nodes are augmented by a set of contained keywords, and we use this set to prune nodes that do not satisfy the keyword predicate. Variants of the IR-tree, including DIR-tree, CIR-tree, and CDIR-tree, are designed to improve IR-tree for relevance ranking of keywords. In our query model without such ranking, IR-tree represents the collective behavior of these indexes. We implement these methods and extend them to process queries with both AND and OR. For SFC-QUAD, we use a recent implementation [12] and port it to C#. Table 1 compares the response times of our approach and the existing indexes, which perform well in several settings. Our approach, however, has lower response time than the state-of-the-art methods, both for the average and the 99 th % response time. IRtree and S2I use more memory space to boost the performance, which is a good tradeoff for disk-based systems. However, some queries under S2I take very long time up to 224,683 ms, and these extremes make the average higher than 99 th % tail latency. As also noted in the S2I paper [30] , such degraded performance can be observed when keywords are skewed: 'Manhattan' or 'NYC' occurs frequently in objects in New York. SFC-QUAD and SKIF require relatively less memory, but they are designed to reduce the I/O cost rather than main memory processing.
Comparison to Relational Engines
Limitations of relational engines. Table 2 compares the performance of our approach to two relational engines using the Flickr query workload (Section 8.1). We find that in the two systems, the query optimizer does not fully support intersection and union reordering (T2-T4) for spatial and keyword predicates. Furthermore, they do not employ the combination of T1 and T5 to rewrite the queries. In particular, MonetDB does not reorder the keyword and spatial predicates. PostgreSQL does not reorder keyword predicates because it uses a bitmap index to process all keyword predicates at once, which is efficient for disk-based access. This, however, limits the search space to three options only: 1) using the spatial predicate only, 2) all the keyword predicates only, or 3) using all the predicates. In contrast, our optimizations uses a richer plan space with plans that are not currently supported in two systems.
Applying our techniques. To show that our techniques can improve relational engines in processing spatial keyword queries, we rewrite the SQL queries for each engine and report the results in Table 2 . Notice that we do not change these engines and they use different operators and different underlying index structures. For example, MonetDB uses merge and hash join, rather than gallop search. We also use hints [9] or optimization parameters to force the generation of the target plan in both systems. For MonetDB, we rewrite each SQL query to reflect the optimized intersection and union orders in addition to skipping unselective predicates. This results in 2.65 times reduction (1405 ms vs. 529 ms) for the average response time, and 1.46 times reduction (3462 ms vs. 2372 ms) for 99 th % response time. PostgreSQL leverages k-way algorithms and hence does not reorder intersections and unions, and applies all keyword predicates using k-way algorithms. We modify our queries to reflect the combination of T1 and T5 to skip unselective predicates, resulting in 41.9% average, and 62.9% 99 th % response time reduction compared the original queries PostgreSQL on the Flickr query workload (Section 8.1).
RELATED WORK
Processing spatial-keyword queries is an active area of research, and a diverse set of solutions building upon disk-based spatial and keyword indexes has been proposed. Spatial-first approaches build on R-tree [10, 16, 20, 37, 38] or grid [33] to process the spatial predicate, and then selectively access candidates satisfying the keyword predicate. Alternatively, spatial indexes can be augmented by keyword information to prune both by spatial and keyword predicates. For example, IR-tree [15] and KR*-tree [20] maintain keyword counts for each node in an R-tree. Grid cells can also embed similar information [23, 34] . Similarly, keyword-first approaches use inverted file [38] or bitmap [16, 37] first to loosely integrate with spatial predicate. A tighter integration has been proposed to augment inverted files with a space filling curve [13, 14] . We presented their performance comparison results in Table 1 .
While this cost-based optimization is common in traditional database systems, our problem is unique in several aspects. First, since we exploit memory-based indexes, CPU cost (object comparison cost) is not negligible compared to memory access cost. Thus, we model both comparison cost and access cost as a part of cost model, unlike traditional database systems focusing only on the latter. Second, verify should be introduced as an operator, as a spatial index often retrieves the superset satisfying a spatial predicate. Therefore, a non-sargable predicate must be used to test objects in the set. This offers new optimization opportunities as what we proposed in techniques T1 and T5. In particular, the verify operator that is popped up by T1 may consider both sargable and nonsargable predicates. We exploit a cost-based optimization to select these predicates in T5. In addition, we optimize a complex boolean expression. MonetDB and PostgreSQL do not optimize the order of intersections and unions. Also, in contrast to a recent work [36] that does not conclude whether union or intersection should be processed first, we theoretically conclude that intersection first is close to optimal in our specific problem.
List intersection, an important building block of our optimization framework, has been actively studied for supporting Web search or relational join queries. State-of-the-arts can be categorized by base operation and arity. First, a merge-based algorithm reads input lists in sequential orders, which is effective for input lists with similar length [22] . In contrast, when one input list is significantly shorter, a search-based algorithm of pivoting an element in one list to search for a match in the remaining lists is more effective. Second, regarding arity, binary algorithms intersect two lists at a time, while k-way algorithms [19] intersect all lists at once [18, 4, 5] .
For our target problem, we implemented a search-based binary intersection we found to be effective, as an intermediate result list is significantly shorter than the remaining input lists in general.
Regarding query model, unlike ours supporting full boolean retrieval model, existing work is often optimized for a specific subset (e.g., conjunction-only [29] ) arguing full model is too complicated to be formulated by end users. However, in online advertising, advertisers target user and web page attributes, which automatically translates to a complicated boolean expression according to [36] . However, verify operator, though [36] recognizes its importance as "residual", was not fully optimized, while our work proposes T1 and T5 transformations optimizing for verify and achieves 96% reduction in 99 th % response time. As for base index, we demonstrate the feasibility of replacing base index for varying requirements, e.g., using Trie when prefix search is important. For spatial predicates, though we implemented a pyramid index and an R-tree with the advantage of materializing space of varying granularity, we note simpler structures, e.g., grids found effective for highly dynamic problems [27, 28] , can be similarly considered. In this paper, we assume one base index for a spatial and keyword predicate each, but it is straightforward to leverage a tightly integrated index as a base index for both predicates. Such index, pruning on both spatial and keyword predicates, can be considered as a join index studied in relational query context [35] . We leave a sophisticated optimization in the presence of multiple base indices for space, keyword, and its combination, as future work.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper develops a cost-based optimizer for processing spatial-keyword queries with arbitrary boolean predicates. We introduce three operators for main memory processing and use them to construct query plans. We develop a cost model and a sequence of efficient transformations to optimize a plan. We extend the framework further to support interesting orders. We validate this framework experimentally using three realistic datasets, showing that the optimization techniques reduce the average and tail latency significantly.
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